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Who’s running?
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the government for a redress of grievances.”
—First Amendment
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Across
We don’t expect all our holiday wishes for the New Year
to come true. We’re not that naïve. But in this season of
hope, we’d like to offer these familiar refrains—and end
with some proof that dreams do, sometimes, come true.
First, our wishes:
n For Eli Lilly and Co., a blockbuster drug. A collection
of new drugs that generate healthy sales is more likely. The
company needs to replace billions in revenue it will lose
when key patents expire in 2011 and 2013.
n For Simon Property Group, a willing target. The nation’s largest shopping mall owner has cash to spend on a
company that would add to its bottom line, but consummating an acquisition has been
a challenge.
n For Hoosiers everywhere,
a comprehensive workplace
smoking ban. The dangers of
secondhand smoke are wellknown. The benefits of a ban
are obvious. Give bar owners a
level playing field and the addicted a new incentive to quit.
n For our children, wellfunded schools where the best teachers are properly rewarded. And as the debate over education policy grows
louder, here’s a wish for rhetoric that makes one point perfectly clear: Parents are ultimately responsible for the education of their children.
n For our state and its legislators, a truce on social issues. Such issues demonize our fellow citizens, take time
away from the most pressing issues, and poison the well
of cooperation and compromise that is the source of good
government.
n For our health, walkable cities and towns that are
designed for people first, cars second. And continued momentum for public transportation.
n For Indiana’s fiscal health and for accountability in
local government, reform that sweeps away expensive, outdated layers of bureaucracy and officials who are unknown
to those they claim to serve.
That brings us to a few success stories—proof that, with
lots of hard work, good things can happen on a grand scale.
n In a country and an economy where states are drowning in red ink, Indiana is in the black. Staying there will
be a challenge, but it will be simpler than climbing out of
a deep hole.
n Our city has become a hotbed for software-marketing
firms—ExactTarget, for example, and Aprimo, whose recent sale will generate cash we hope will be plowed back
into the local tech community. The energy from this sector is building a culture of youthful entrepreneurship here,
making the city a magnet for talent and investment.
n The Indianapolis Cultural Trail gives us a unique asset
that other cities envy. Project for Public Spaces, a 35-yearold New York-based organization that promotes the creation of sustainable communities, recently named the trail
one of five success stories that should inspire cities around
the globe. The other success stories were in Hong Kong;
Bogota, Columbia; Melbourne, Australia; and Zurich,
Switzerland. Such recognition sends a signal that progress
and creativity live here.
These achievements are worth celebrating as we look
forward to a productive and prosperous 2011.•
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1. First president of South Korea
5. West African republic
10. Pyramid builder
14.
Is he running?

15.

He is running

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
22.

Gallant horse
Nobel laureate Wiesel
Video game pioneer
Lass
Cossack chief
She is running

24.
26.
27.
30.
34.

Icelandic works
Links support
Timidity
Risked
He ran

48. Constantly operating display
49. First corpse
50.
He is running

54.
58.
59.
62.
63.
64.

65.
66.
67.
68.
35. Narratives of heroic exploits
37. A nucleic acid
38. Rainbow forms
39. Buenos _______
40. Follower of young or old
41. _____ di dah
42. Sail (var.)
43. Adeptness
44. Rogers’ partner
46.
Is he running?

Loafers
Lincoln and Beame
Mountain nymph
Post
By all means!
Is he running?

Movie pooch
Not there
Supported
Kind of tide

21.
23.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
36.
39.
40.

Lemon and orange
Prohibition hero
Session of a legislative body
La ___________
Traditional dances
Pleasure craft
Things to be done
Bandleader Shaw
Toll
British royalty
Exist
Supports, in a way
She is not
running

42.
43.
45.
47.
50.

Silicate
Prune
That’s ______ wrote
Put up with
He is not
running

51.
52.
53.
55.
56.
57.
60.
61.

_______ in one’s bonnet
Jet
Three in Berlin
Wealth
Oscar winner Moreno
Insult
Finish
War hero

Down
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

South American bird
Sword handle
“On the Waterfront” director
Kazan
Iron and gold
Pituitary and adrenal
Simple shelter
Turkish title
British stool pigeon
Short arias
Chick ______
Indy winner Luyendyk
Football field unit
With competence
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